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OTHER SENATE COMMITTEES OR APPOINTMENTS

BOT ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Krane, Dan; Fac. Pres.
Rizki, Mateen; FP-Elect

SENATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH MISCONDUCT
Cope, Tim; COSM
Gallimore, Jennie; CECS
Krane, Dan; Fac. Pres.
Milligan, Barry; COLA

SENATE REPRESENTATIVE TO ADMIN. ADVISORY COMM.
Ramey, Linda; Senator (13-15)
Krane, Dan; Sen. Rep. (13-14)

COMMENCEMENT
Rowley, Eric, Ch; COSM (2013)
Goldstein, David; COSM (13-16)
Hayes, Karen; COLA (12-16)
Hitzler, Pascal; CECS (13-16)
Zengel, Donna; CONH
Papadakis, Jennifer; COSM (13-16)
Mathews, Elizabeth; Stu. Gov.
Ware, Kai; Stu. Gov.
Daram, Kumar; SG Grad. Stu.
Krane, Dan; FP (Ex-off/NV)

HONORS
Hartzlir, Lynn; COSM, Chair
Brown, Kevin; RSCOB
Chen, Yanfang; BSOM
Eustace, Rosemary; CONH
Holbert, Romena; CEHS
Kich, Martin; LAKE
Marchand, Jeanette; COLA
Yang, Zifeng; CECS
; SOPP
Students Appointed by Honors:
Singh, Sukhmanit
Odell, Shaler Michael
Ludvigsen, Elisabeth A
Henley, Alexandra Michelle
Banjoko, Oluwaseun T
Clouse, Benjamin Allen
Babbitt, Casey; Stu. Gov.
Ex-officio Members:
Carrafiello, Sue; Honors Prog.
Krane, Dan; FP (Ex-off/NV).

ADMIN. ADVISORY COMM.

ACAD. INTEGRITY HEARING PANEL
1); Krane, Dan; COSM, Chair
2); McNamara, Gretchen, COLA
3); McRoby, Doug; CEHS
4); Sahib, Farhad; BSOM
5); Cherrettong, Candy; CONH
7); Krane, Dan; FP (Ex-off)

UNIVERSITY APPEALS PANEL
1); Twill, Sarah; COLA, Chair
2); Durr, Marlene; COLA
3); Lawhorne, Larry; BSOM
4); Rigling, Brian; CECS
5); Teed, Rebecca; COSM
6); Stalter, Ann; CONH
7); Krane, Dan; FP (Ex-off)

JUDICIAL REVIEW PANEL
1); Bulen, Dennis; LAKE
2); Conley, Cheryl; COSM
3); Feldmeier, John; COLA
4); Liu, Meilin; CECS
5); Morris, Mariana; BSOM
6); Mosier, Will; CEHS
7); Ribak, Judy; CONH
8); Krane, Dan; FP (Ex-off)

COUNCILS

ATHLETICS COUNCIL 2013-14

ELECTED BY COLLEGES
John, Jeff; Chair
Miller, Mill; Vice Chair
Fortson, Steve; FAR
Whiteside, Brittney; Secretary (nv)
Sanchez, Marie; CONH
Wilson, Scott; COLA
Ellis, Corey; BSOM
Emmert, Marty; CECS
Rando, Robert; SOPP
Wood, William; RSCOB
TBA; CEHS
Miller, Mill; COSM
Ramey, Linda; Fac. Senate Rep
Krane, Dan; Fac. Senate Rep
TBA; USAC
TBA; USAC
Fortener, Tom; CSAC
Semones, Suzanne; CSAC
Grote, Bob; Alumni
Kenton, Mary; Retirees Assoc.
McCurdy, Brooke; SAAC Pres.
Schneider, Colleen; SAAC VP
Singh, Sukhman; Stu. Gov.
Non-Voting AD Members:
Grant, Bob; Ath. Director
Perry, Rod; Senior Assoc. AD
Cooper, Mo; Senior Assoc. AD
Chivers, Judy; Academic Advisor.

RESEARCH COUNCIL 2013-14

Bubulya, Paula; COSM (13-15)
Cao, Caroline; CECS (13-15)
Choudhury, Enamul; COLA (12-14)
Gruys, Melissa; RSCOB (12-14)
Kelley, Lynne; CONH (13-15)
Sherlock Sharon; BSOM (13-14)
Meyer; Cheryl; SOPP (13-15)
Miura, Yoko; CEHS (12-14)
Zhang, Weiqun; LAKE (12-14)
GRADUATE COUNCIL MEMBERS
2013-2014

BOONSHOFT SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Miryoung Lee Faculty Member 2013-2016
John McAlearney Faculty Member 2012-2015
David Cool Faculty Member 2011-2014
Madhavi Kadakia Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mindy McNutt Faculty Member 2013-2016
William Mosier Faculty Member 2012-2015
Eileen Self Faculty Member 2011-2014
Suzanne Franco Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ardy Goshtasby Faculty Member 2013-2016
Brian Rigling Faculty Member 2012-2015
Ramana Grandhi Faculty Member 2011-2014
Michael Raymer Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Barry Milligan Faculty Member 2013-2016
Carl Brun Faculty Member 2012-2015
Ava Chamberlain Faculty Member 2011-2014

COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEALTH
Mary Beth Kaylor Faculty Member 2013-2016
Candace Cherrington Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
Greg Kozlowski Faculty Member 2013-2016
Don Cipollini Faculty Member 2012-2015
Barbara Hull Faculty Member 2012-2014
Mill Miller Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

LAKE CAMPUS
Charles Ciampaglio Faculty Member 2011-2014

RAJ SOIN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Kevin Duffy Faculty Member 2013-2016
Anand Jeyaraj Faculty Member 2013-2014
(M serving one year of Shu Schiller 2012-2015 term)
Melissa Gruys Faculty Member 2011-2014
Evan Osborne Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Michelle Schultz Faculty Member 2013-2016
Faculty Member 2012-2015
Janece Warfield Faculty Alternate 2011-2014

NON-VOTING MEMBERS
Bill Ayres Interim Dean, Graduate School
Deans/Dean’s Designates:
Marjorie Bowman/Arthur Pickoff BSOM
Charlotte Harris/Keferl CEHS
Nathan Klingbeil/ CECS
Kristin Sobolik/Herb Dregella COLA
Rosalie Mainous/Donna Curry CONH
Yi Li/Mm Mamrack COSM
Joanne Li/Jim Munch RSCOB
LaPearl Logan Winfrey SOPP (Interim)
Bonnie Mathies Lake Campus

Scott Watamaniuk
Director, Ph.D. in Human Factors, Industrial & Organizational Psychology
S. Narayanan Provost
Robert Fyffe
Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies
Stephen Foster University Librarian
Dan Krane Faculty Senate President
Josh Hilgofort Graduate School Senator, Student Government
Alexandrina Gomes Graduate Student Assembly President